Assessment: Course Four Column
SPRING / SUMMER 2016

El Camino: Course SLOs (NSC) - Earth Sciences (Geography, Geology, Oceanography)
ECC: GEOG 1:Physical Elements
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of physical geography.
(This includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of physical geography.)
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

06/15/2017

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 multiple-choice
questions about basic concepts and
vocabulary in geography. Students
also answered one survey question
about the amount of experience
they have had in earth science
classes.

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students did meet the standard: 77.6% got a score of 7 or
higher, well above the 50% target.

Action: For the two questions that
students scored lowest on, faculty
will need to spend more time
lecturing on the differences between
latitude and longitude (question #1)
and stream erosion and deposition
(question #7). Furthermore, these
The average score was 7.79 with a standard deviation of
concepts need to be tied in better
about 1.59. The median score was 8.
with the existing demos used in class.
The assessment was given at the end
An illuminated globe (currently used
of the semester (week 16).
for illustrating earth-sun relations)
Standard and Target for Success:
Students performed best on questions #2 (processes of the could also be used to show the
50% of the students will achieve a
hydrologic cycle), #4 (the climate type associated with the
highest degrees of the coordinates,
score of 7 or higher on the
rainforest biome), #5 (rock classes), and #6 (Continental
possibly with students getting out of
assessment.
Drift Theory and the break-up of Pangaea), with correct
their seats to stand over the demo.
80% of students will achieve a score responses >90% of the time. These questions can be
The stream table (currently used for
of 5 or higher on the assessment.
removed and replaced with new questions about concepts
illustrating the geomorphic cycle)
(The assessment has 10 questions.)
where more improvement is possible.
could also be used to show the
difference between a stream-carved
valley and a delta. (09/16/2017)
Satisfactory responses were given to questions #3 (adiabatic Action Category: Teaching
cooling on a mountain), #8 (limestone as the primary rock
Strategies
dissolved underground), #9 (sand dunes being formed by
Action: Greater emphasis will be
wind instead of water), and #10 (striations as an indicator of placed in class on the topics from
past glaciations). These four questions yielded correct
questions #3, #8, #9, and #10.
answers 70-89% of the time. More focus in lecture and lab
Because the answers on these were
will be given to these topics to ensure above average
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

still average or slightly above
average, only a little more
explanation, illustration on the
whiteboard, and/or inclusion in an
The lowest scoring questions were #1 (identifying the
assignment should be necessary for
highest degree of latitude) and #7 (river deltas as a
depositional landform). The poor performance on #1 (48.4% improvement. (09/16/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
correct) is particularly disappointing because latitude is a
Strategies
concept introduced in the first week and reiterated
throughout the semester. Most of the incorrect answers
Action: Questions #2, #4, #5, and #6
were “180,” which is the highest degree of longitude. The
will be replaced with new questions
low average for #7 (53.7%) was clearly due to students
where more improvement is
confusing deposition with erosion because 30% that
possible. (09/16/2017)
selected incorrectly chose the next best answer – valley –
Action Category: SLO/PLO
which is a prominent erosional landform created by
Assessment Process
streams. Greater explanation of these concepts in class and
the use of models/demos to illustrate them will be added to
Geography 1.
(09/16/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Julienne Gard
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Matt Ebiner and
Rebecca Donegan
Related Documents:
2016_BasicKnowledgeSLOassessment_Geog1.pdf
Geog-1.pdf
Geography 1 Data
comprehension in the future.

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how
their physical environment affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect their physical
environment.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

06/15/2017

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 14 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa.
They were then asked to give a
written response for three of four
short essay questions, approximately
one paragraph per question. The
assessment was given during the
final week of the semester (Week
16). The assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.
Generated by TracDat® a product of Nuventive
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (10 of 14
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
Geography 1 SLO 2.pdf
SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
scientific method (hypotheses, tests,
observations,
conclusions/interpretation of
observations) in popular accounts of
scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 statements and
were asked to identify whether each
statement was an example of a
hypothesis, an observation, a test, or
a theory/conclusion. The assessment
was given at both the beginning and
end of the semester.
The post-assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.
Standard and Target for Success:
80% of the students will achieve a
score of 80% or higher on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S14-SLO3-Sci-assessment.pdf

06/15/2017
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ECC: GEOG 2:Cultural Geography
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of cultural geography.
(This includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of cultural geography.)
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 multiple-choice
questions about basic concepts and
vocabulary in cultural geography.
Students also answered one survey
question about the amount of
experience they have had in earth
science classes.

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not meet the standard: 22% got a score of 7 or
higher, not 50%. Only 44% of students achieved a score of 5
or higher, not 80%.

Action: There should be greater
coordination between Cultural
Geography instructors in the future
to ensure that all important concepts
are taught during the semester
(09/27/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
The average score was 4.40 with a standard deviation of
Strategies
about 2.41. The median score was 4.
Action: Greater emphasis will be
The assessment was given at the end
placed in class on the topics from
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
questions #1 and #10. Because the
Standard and Target for Success:
Students performed best on questions #5 (Irish immigration answers on these were still average
50% of the students will achieve a
to USA), #6 (Latin & religion), and #8 (Jerusalem
or slightly above average, only a little
score of 7 or higher on the
neighborhoods), with correct responses >80% of the time.
more explanation, illustration on the
assessment.
These questions can be removed and replaced with new
whiteboard, and/or inclusion in an
80% of students will achieve a score questions about concepts where more improvement is
assignment should be necessary for
of 5 or higher on the assessment.
possible.
improvement. (09/27/2017)
(The assessment has 10 questions.)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Satisfactory responses were given to questions #1 (world
Action: Questions 5, 6, and 8 were
population) and #10 (Vietnamese in Orange County). These
answered correctly by the great
two questions yielded correct answers 70-79% of the time.
majority of students, so these
More focus in lecture will be given to these topics to ensure
questions can be removed and
above average comprehension in the future.
replaced with new questions about
different concepts. (09/27/2017)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
The lowest scoring questions were #4 (Romance languages),
Assessment Process
#7 (Indonesia as the largest Muslim country), and #9 (urban
population of the world). These questions had fewer than
40% of the students knowing the correct answer. Greater
explanation of these topics in class will be added to
Geography 2.
Improvement on future SLO assessments should be
expected if there is greater coordination between Cultural
Geography instructors in the future, which is essential to
ensure that all important concepts are taught during the

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

semester. Additionally, students should take the SLO
assessment more seriously in order to get the best results.
When the students are told that the SLO will not affect their
grade, some seem to spend little time on it, possibly even
giving random answers without much thought at all. It is
probably best to count the SLO assessment as part of the
course grade.

(09/16/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Matthew Ebiner
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Rebecca Donegan
Related Documents:
2016 Geog 2 - Basic Knowledge SLO.pdf
2016 Geog 2 - Basic SLO Results.pdf
SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how
their cultural environment affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect their cultural
environment.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 10 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa.
They were then asked to give a
written response for a short essay
question. The assessment was given
during the final week of the
semester (Week 16). The
assessment also asked about the
extent of students’ experience with
the department’s courses.
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (7 of 10
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S15-SLO-Rel-Assessment-Geog2.doc

SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
scientific method (hypotheses, tests,

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 statements and
were asked to identify whether each

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

observations,
conclusions/interpretation of
observations) in popular accounts of
scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

statement was an example of a
hypothesis, an observation, a test, or
a theory/conclusion. The assessment
was given at both the beginning and
end of the semester.
The post-assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.

Results

Actions

Standard and Target for Success:
80% of the students will achieve a
score of 80% or higher on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S14-SLO3-Sci-assessment.pdf

06/15/2017
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ECC: GEOG 5:World Regional Geography
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of physical geography.
(This includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of cultural geography.)
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 10 multiple-choice questions
about world map locations. Students
also answered one survey question
about the amount of experience
they have had in earth science
classes.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not quite meet the standard: 48% got a score
of 7 or higher, just short of our goal of 50%. There were 74%
of students that achieved a score of 5 or higher, a bit short
of our goal of 80%.

The assessment was given at the end
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 5 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 10 questions.)

The average score was 6.20 with a standard deviation of
about 2.27. The median score was 6.

Action: Improve coordination and
communication between World
Regional Geography instructors to
ensure that all important concepts
are taught during the semester
(09/27/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Spend more time in lecture
emphasizing places in questions 1, 2,
3, 9, and 10. (09/27/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Remove question #7 since
92% of the students answered it
correctly. Replace with a more
challenging question. (09/27/2017)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Related Documents:
2016 Geog 5 - Basic Knowledge
SLO.pdf
2016 Geog 5 - Basic SLO Results.pdf

Students performed best on questions #6 (Guatemala), #7
(Sahara), and #8 (New Zealand), with correct responses
>80% of the time. Question #7 (Sahara) can be removed
since 92% of the students answered it correctly. It can be
replaced with a more challenging question.
Satisfactory responses were given to questions #1
(Himalayas), #2 (Buenos Aires) and #3 (Alps). These
questions yielded correct answers 63-79% of the time.
Instructors can spend a bit more time in lecture to these
topics to ensure above average knowledge in the future.
The lowest scoring questions were #9 (Iraq) and #10 (largest
city in the world). These questions had fewer than 55% of
the students knowing the correct answer. These places
should be emphasized a little more in future classes.
Improvement on future SLO assessments should be
expected if there is greater coordination between World
Regional Geography instructors, which is essential to ensure
that all important concepts are taught during the semester.
Additionally, students should take the SLO assessment more
seriously in order to get the best results. When the
students are told that the SLO will not affect their grade,
some seem to spend little time on it, possibly even giving
random answers without much thought at all. It is probably

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

best to count the SLO assessment as part of the course
grade. (09/16/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Matthew Ebiner
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Kris Jones
SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how
their cultural environment affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect their cultural
environment.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 10 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa.
They were then asked to give a
written response for a short essay
question. The assessment was given
during the final week of the
semester (Week 16). The
assessment also asked about the
extent of students’ experience with
the department’s courses.
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (7 of 10
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S15-SLO2-Rel-Assessment-Geog5.doc

SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
scientific method (hypotheses, tests,
observations,
conclusions/interpretation of
observations) in popular accounts of
scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 statements and
were asked to identify whether each
statement was an example of a
hypothesis, an observation, a test, or
a theory/conclusion. The assessment
was given at both the beginning and
end of the semester.
The post-assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.
Standard and Target for Success:

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

80% of the students will achieve a
score of 80% or higher on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S14-SLO3-Sci-assessment.pdf

06/15/2017
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ECC: GEOG 6:Physical Geography Laboratory
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of physical geography.
(This includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of physical geography.)

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 multiple-choice
questions about basic concepts of
physical geography. Students also
answered one survey question about
the amount of experience they have
had in earth science classes.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not meet the standard: 32% got a score of 7 or
higher, short of our goal of 50%. There were 66% of
students that achieved a score of 5 or higher, which was
short of our goal of 80%.

Action: Spend more lab time on the
topics of map scale and topographic
maps (including contour lines).
(09/27/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2015- The assessment was given at the end
16 (Spring 2016)
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
Input Date: 11/08/2013
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 5 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 10 questions.)

The average score was 5.20 with a standard deviation of
about 2.06. The median score was 6.
Students performed best on questions #1 (Longitude) and
#8 (Volcanoes), with correct responses >78% of the time.
These questions should be retained for the next SLO
assessment since there is still room for improvement.
Satisfactory responses were given to questions #5 (map
scale), #7 (sedimentary rocks) and #9 (topographic map).
These questions yielded correct answers 65-79% of the
time. Instructors can spend a bit more time in lecture on
these topics to ensure above average knowledge in the
future.
The lowest scoring questions were #3 (Vertical Sun Angle)
and #10 (reading contour lines). These questions had fewer
than 50% of the students knowing the correct answer.
These concepts should be emphasized a little more in future
classes.
Improvement on future SLO assessments should be
expected if there is greater coordination between Physical
Geography Lab instructors, which is essential to ensure that
all important concepts are taught during the semester.
Additionally, students should take the SLO assessment more
seriously in order to have the best results. When the
students are told that the SLO will not affect their grade,
some seem to spend little time on it, possibly even giving

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

random answers without much thought at all. It is probably
best to count the SLO assessment as part of the course
grade. (09/16/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Matthew Ebiner
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Kris Jones
Related Documents:
2016 Geog 6 - Basic Knowledge SLO.pdf
2016 Geog 6 - Basic SLO Results.pdf

06/15/2017
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ECC: GEOG 7:Geography of California
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of physical geography.
(This includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of physical geography.)
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 multiple-choice
questions about basic concepts and
vocabulary in geography. Students
also answered one survey question
about the amount of experience
they have had in earth science
classes.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students met the standard: 91.6% got a score of 7 or higher,
much higher than the 50% target. Moreover, no students
scored lower than at least 6 correct answers.

Action: Question #2 needs to be reworded with more concrete answer
options because the “All of the
above” and “None of the above” do
not flow, and therefore might
confuse, with the question.
(09/16/2017)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Action: Questions #2, #4 and #9 need
more elaboration in class. For
example, a short video clip showing
chaparral proliferating after a
wildfire can be included in lecture,
with the idea that a strong visual will
resonate more with students.
(09/16/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Questions #1, #3, #5, #6, #7,
#8 and #10 will be replaced with new
questions where more improvement
is possible. (09/16/2017)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Students did very well on most of the ten questions. The
The assessment was given at the end average score was 8.42 with a standard deviation of 1.15.
The median score was 8.
of the semester (week 16).
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 5 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 10 questions.)

Students performed best on questions #1 (California’s
diverse landscape), #3 (the state’s tectonic, coastal, and
volcanic forces), #5 (its lack of tropical climates), #6 (the
cold California current), #7 (pollution associated with gold
mining), #8 (water diversion from the Owens Valley), and
#10 (fastest growing race/ethnicities in the state). Because
response rates were >85% for all of these questions, they
will be removed and replaced with new questions about
concepts where more improvement is possible.

We were satisfied with students’ performance on questions
#4 and #9. 78.3% responded correctly to the former,
chaparral vegetation being adapted to fire. 78.3% also
responded correctly to the latter, secularization of the
missions under Mexican leadership. These relatively strong
results indicate that a little more emphasis needs to be
placed on the concepts. For instance, mention of mission
secularization is made only once during a single lecture ad
this clearly needs to be expanded.

Only one question (#2, about the role the Pacific Ocean
plays on California’s climate and flow of goods) had a poor
06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

response rate at 29.2%. Not only should this concept be
taught more thoroughly, but the wording on the
assessment needs to be improved since it tripped me up
while reading it again for this report.
(09/16/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Julienne Gard
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Matt Ebiner and
Rebecca Donegan
Related Documents:
Geog-7.pdf
Geography 7 Data
2016_BasicKnowledgeSLOassessment_Geog7.pdf
Geography 7 Assessment
SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how
their physical environment affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect their physical
environment.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given 10 multiple choice questions
about the impact humans have on
the environment and vice versa.
They were then asked to give a
written response for a short essay
question. The assessment was given
during the final week of the
semester (Week 16). The
assessment also asked about the
extent of students’ experience with
the department’s courses.
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students will achieve a
score of 70% or higher (7 of 10
correct multiple choice) on the
assessment.

SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
scientific method (hypotheses, tests,
observations,
conclusions/interpretation of
observations) in popular accounts of
scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 statements and
were asked to identify whether each
statement was an example of a
hypothesis, an observation, a test, or
a theory/conclusion. The assessment
was given at both the beginning and
end of the semester.

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2013- The post-assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
14 (Spring 2014)
experience with the department’s
Input Date: 11/08/2013
courses.
Standard and Target for Success:
80% of the students will achieve a
score of 80% or higher on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S14-SLO3-Sci-assessment.pdf

06/15/2017
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ECC: GEOL 1:Physical Geology
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
recognize and can accurately
articulate how the Earth affects
humans’ lives and how human
activities affect the Earth.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Exam/Test/Quiz - The students fill
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
out a multiple choice and essay test (Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
that is given as a pre-test at the
beginning and post-test at the end of
the semester.
ASSESSMENT METHODS
Assessment Method: Exam/Test/Quiz

Actions
Action: Faculty will discuss how they
teach the volcano hazards, as well as
the differences between an element,
a mineral, and a rock. They will then
identify strategies to change
instruction. (09/19/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Assessment Method Description
Students were given a list of 24 multiple-choice questions
about basic concepts and vocabulary in geology. Students
also answered two survey questions about the amount of
experience they have had in earth science classes.
The assessment was given at the end of the semester (week
15 or 16).
Standard/Target
50% of the students will achieve a score of 17 or higher on
the assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score of 12 or higher on the
assessment.
(The assessment has 24 questions.)
Related Documents: S16-SLO1-BK-Assessment-Geology1.doc
RESULTS
Assessment Data and Analysis
Students did meet the standard: 56.5% got a score of 17 or
higher, not 50%. Better yet, 80% of students did achieve a
score of 12 or higher.
06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Students did well on most of the 24 questions. The average
score was 16.4 with a standard deviation of about 4. The
median score was 17.
Students did very well on questions #8 (California will never
fall into the ocean), #12 (no volcanoes can be in LA), and
#14 (continents always move over time). These questions
can be removed and replaced with new questions about
concepts where more improvement is possible.
We were satisfied with students performance on question
#1 (how did earth form), # 2 (how old is the earth), # 9
(cannot predict when quakes will occur), 15 (continents
change size over time), 16 (mountains mostly form at edge
of plates), #19 (basalt is a rock not mineral), # 21
(groundwater is source of drinking water), and 23 (global
warming will raise sea levels). Over 85% of students knew
the answers, so these questions should be removed or
changed to a different format (five multiple choice answers
instead of True/False questions).
Some small improvement may be possible and desirable on
question #32 (how moon originated) and 16 (quarts is a
mineral, not a rock).
We expected better performance on question #4, #5, #6,
#10, #13, #20, and #24, so improvement is possible.
Students performed worst on questions #11, #18, and #22,
so here are so thoughts about these questions:
Question 11 (What is the most deadly feature of a
volcano?).
(90 = Number of Responses)
20% a. lava flows
31% * b. lahars (mudflows)
36.7% c. pyroclastic flows (hot ash)
4.4% d. steam and gas
7.8% e. ash falls
06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

This question needs the most improvement. Faculty will
meet to discuss how they teach the true dangers of
volcanoes and identify strategies to change instruction.
Perhaps the question should be rewritten.
Question 18) What is calcium?
(134 = Number of Responses)
1.5% a) a rock
29.1% b) a mineral
69.4% * c) an element
The response to this question suggests that students think
that calcium is a mineral. Faculty will meet to discuss how
they discuss elements versus minerals and any strategies to
change instruction.
Question 22) What is the most effective way to slow down a
landslide is to remove water from the slide?
(135 = Number of Responses)
67.4% * a) True
32.6% b) False
Most students know that we remove water from the slide
to slow it down, but maybe we could use the term
“groundwater” instead.

Semester and Year the Assessment was conducted: Spring
2016
Standard Met?: Yes
Related Documents: S16-SLO1-BK-Data-Geo-1.txt
ACTIONS
Action #1: SLO Assessment
Questions #8, #12, and #14 will be replaced with new
06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

questions where more improvement is possible.
Action #2: Teaching Strategies
Questions #11, #18, and #22 will be covered in greater
depth, by the instructors modifying their lessons to put
greater emphasis on these topics.
Action #3: Teaching Strategies
Faculty will discuss how they teach the volcano hazards, as
well as the differences between an element, a mineral, and
a rock. They will then identify strategies to change
instruction.
(09/16/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Joseph Holliday
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Robin Bouse, Sara Di
Fiori, Jennifer Hill, Chuck Herzig
Reviewer's Comments: Action #1: SLO Assessment
Questions #8, #12, and #14 will be replaced with new
questions where more improvement is possible.
Action #2: Teaching Strategies
Questions #11, #18, and #22 will be covered in greater
depth, by the instructors modifying their lessons to put
greater emphasis on these topics.
Action #3: Teaching Strategies
Faculty will discuss how they teach the volcano hazards, as
well as the differences between an element, a mineral, and
a rock. They will then identify strategies to change
instruction.
Related Documents:
S16-SLO1-BK-Data-Geol-1.pdf
SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students can identify
06/15/2017

Exam/Test/Quiz - The students fill
out a multiple choice and essay test
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Course SLOs
the salient features of the basic
concepts of geology. (This includes
the ability to recall the definitions of
the specialized vocabulary of
geology.)
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

that is given at the end of the
semester.
Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 9 multiple-choice
questions about relationships
between the earth and humans.
Then, the students answered an
essay question asking them to
discuss the relationships between
humans and changes carbon dioxide
levels in the atmosphere.
The assessment was given at the end
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 4 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 9 questions.)

SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
scientific method (hypotheses, tests,
observations,
conclusions/interpretation of
observations) in popular accounts of
scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 statements and
were asked to identify whether each
statement
was an example of a hypothesis, an
observation, a test, or a
theory/conclusion. The assessment
was given at both the beginning and
end of the semester. The postassessment also asked about the
extent of students’ experience with
the department’s courses.
Standard and Target for Success:
60% of the students will achieve a
score of 60% or higher on the

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

assessment.
Related Documents:
S14-SLO-Sci-ASSESSMENT-KEY.docx
Exam/Test/Quiz - The students fill
out a multiple choice and essay test
that is given as a pre-test at the
beginning and post-test at the end of
the semester.

06/15/2017
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ECC: GEOL 15:Natural Disasters
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of geology. (This
includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of geology.)
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 25 multiple-choice
questions about basic concepts and
vocabulary in Natural Disasters.
Students also answered one survey
question about the amount of
experience they have had in earth
science classes.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students met the standard: 95% got a score of 13 or higher
(more than 50% of the 25 questions.)

Action: Ideally the “flipped”
environment will transform further,
and this spring Geology 15 will be
offered as an online course.
(09/14/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: This is the first time I have
taught this class in a “flipped”
environment, listed in the catalogue
as “web enhanced.” The results are
encouraging, and I am pleased with
the application of modern pedagogy
to enhance student learning.
(09/14/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Assessment will remain
unchanged until students can
properly answer all questions. The
assessment is a good representation
of the course material, and upon
completing the course, ECC students
should be able to answer more
questions correctly. (09/14/2017)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Students did well on most of the questions. The average
score was 16 with a standard deviation of about 4. The
median score was 16.
The assessment was given at the end Students did very well on questions on major takeaway
concepts, such as Question 6, which stated (falsely) that the
of the semester.
kind of geologic material a community is built on (e.g. soil,
Standard and Target for Success:
granite, etc.) has no effect on the amount of shaking. 95%
50% of the students will achieve a
of students in Natural Disasters immediately recognized the
score of 7 or higher on the
truth about soils, as we had a learning based module
assessment.
exploring this concept earlier in the semester.
80% of students will achieve a score Students performed worst on questions #7 and #13.
of 5 or higher on the assessment.
Question 7) Landslides only happen when there is an
(The assessment has 10 questions.)
earthquake.
Question 13) The large tsunami that hit Japan could be
caused by a fault like
Related Documents:
the San Andreas.?
spr16 basic knowledge assesment
Both of these questions target the interrelationships of
geo15.docx
natural disasters, suggesting that the connections between
discreet lessons should be analyzed.
(09/14/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Sara Di Fiori
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Sara Di Fiori
Reviewer's Comments: This is the first time class was
taught using the modern "flipped" environment.
Related Documents:
Geol-15.pdf
Essay/Written Assignment Students were given a list of 25
multiple-choice questions about
basic concepts and vocabulary in
Natural Disasters. Students also

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

answered one survey question about
the amount of experience they have
had in earth science classes.
The assessment was given at the end
of the semester.
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 5 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 10 questions.)

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how the
Earth affects humans’ lives and how
human activities affect the Earth.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 9 multiple-choice
questions about relationships
between the earth and humans.
Then, the students answered an
essay question asking them to
discuss the relationships between
humans and changes carbon dioxide
levels in the atmosphere.
The assessment was given at the end
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 4 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 9 questions.)

SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
06/15/2017

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 statements and
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

scientific method (hypotheses, tests,
observations,
conclusions/interpretation of
observations) in popular accounts of
scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

were asked to identify whether each
statement was an example of an
hypothesis, an observation, a test, or
a theory/conclusion. The assessment
was given at both the beginning and
end of the semester.
The post-assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.

Results

Actions

Standard and Target for Success:
Standard/Target?80% of the
students will achieve a score of 80%
or higher on the assessment.
Related Documents:
Earth Science Assessement

06/15/2017
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ECC: GEOL 3:Physical Geology Laboratory
Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of geology. (This
includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of geology.)
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a multiple choice and T/F quiz.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 50 % or better of
the students will answer 50 % or
better of the questions correctly.

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how the
Earth affects humans’ lives and how
human activities affect the Earth.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of nine multiple choice
questions about the relationship
between the earth and humans. The
last four questions were about
carbon dioxide and global climate
change. Then, the students
answered an essay question
discussing the relationships between
humans, carbon dioxide, and the
earth. The assessment was given at
the end of the semester during week
15 or 16.
Standard and Target for Success:

06/15/2017

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
56 % of the students scored overall 50 % or better on the
Basic Knowledge assessment. 71 % of the questions were
answered at a 50 % success rate or better by the students.
Large-scale concepts regarding plate tectonics, San Andreas
fault, relative age dating, rivers and contour maps appear to
be well-understood by the students based upon the high
number of correct answers (50% to 82 %) for questions
related to these topics. Concepts regarding rocks, minerals
and elements continue to be elusive for the students based
upon very low scores for correct answers (in some cases, 0
% correct). However, it is unusual that students know
about basalt, granite and sandstone, while struggling with
limestone and quartzite. Perhaps it is necessary to
emphasize the rocks and minerals more. Or, it is more likely
that these are not popular topics with the students so
maybe some new teaching strategies are necessary to make
the material more accessible. (10/01/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Herzig

Action: Design a new teaching
strategy to assist students with
retaining important information and
concepts about rocks and minerals.
The activities in the laboratory
exercises are already hands on,
where the students handle geologic
specimens, but it is necessary to
create new activities that assist
students with committing the
information about rocks and minerals
to their long-term memories.
Perhaps adding some game-type
situations might be a possibility. Or
using the rocks and minerals during
the entire length of the semester
rather than just a one-time
laboratory exercise for each rock
type and the minerals might be a
good idea. (06/09/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

50% of the students will achieve a
score of seven or higher on the
assessment.
80% of the students will achieve a
score of four or higher on the
assessment.
Reviewer's Comments: This lab class
consisted of about half students
taking the geology 1 lecture class
concurrently and about half having
already finished the geology 1
lecture class.
Related Documents:
SLO 2015 Rel-Assessement-Geol3.doc
SLO 2015 Rubric Geology 3.docx
SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
scientific method (hypotheses, tests,
observations,
conclusions/interpretation of
observations) in popular accounts of
scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 statements and
were asked to identify whether each
statement was an example of a
hypothesis, an observation, a test, or
a theory/conclusion. The
assessment was given at both the
beginning and end of the semester.
The post-assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 80% or higher on the
assessment.
Related Documents:
S14-SLO-Sci-ASSESSMENT-KEY.docx

06/15/2017
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ECC: GEOL 6:Earth Science in Education
Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of geology. (This
includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of geology.)
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - The Assessment is
a 16 question survey (quiz) of some
of the basic concepts of geology.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85 % of the students
will score 60 % or above on this SLO.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
91 % of the students in the Geology 6 class answered 60 %
of the questions correctly. Questions 1 through 8 were
answered correctly by 60 % or more of the students.
Question 9 regarding volcanoes was answered correctly by
only 40 % of the students - perhaps this topic requires
better explanation in class, or the question was poorly
worded. Questions 10-13 were answered correctly by more
than 70 % of the students. Question # 14 was answered
correctly by less than 50 % of the students - this concept
requires more detailed explanation in class. Question 15
was answered by more than 90 % of the students. Overall,
the students' performance was remarkable considering that
74 % of them reported that this is the first Earth Science
class. Overall the SLO activity is a success. (09/17/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Herzig
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Herzig

Action: Overall the students
understood the prompt for this SLO.
However, it may be necessary to
provide more detail descriptions in
the curricula regarding the specific
roles that carbon dioxide plays in the
environment. (06/16/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Overall the teaching
strategies in the class are good, but
perhaps emphasize specific topics.
(06/15/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how the
Earth affects humans’ lives and how
human activities affect the Earth.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a 9 question survey and a short
essay response question.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 75 % of the students
will score 60 % or above on the SLO
activity.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
78 % of the students answered 71 % of the questions
correctly. This is a good result for this SLO activity. All
questions were answered individually by 50 % or more of
the students correctly with the exception of question # 3.
This is a difficult question and the success rate was very
low, only 12 % of the students answered this question
correctly. The classroom instruction for this material must
be enhanced in the future. In the essay response 50 % or
more of the students correctly answered the prompt by
mentioning the following: increasing carbon dioxide levels,
a warmer Earth, caused by human activities, the polar
regions will be most affected, and the result will be habitat
changes and extinction. 84 % of the students answered 60
% of the topics correctly. (09/17/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Herzig

Action: In the future, more details
will be integrated into the curriculum
regarding the specific relationship
between carbon dioxide, the
environment, and human activities.
It may also be a good idea to be
more explicit over the course of the
entire semester regarding carbon
dioxide, instead of only during the
beginning and the very end of the
semester. (06/15/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Herzig
SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
scientific method (hypotheses, tests,
observations,
conclusions/interpretation of
observations) in popular accounts of
scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

06/15/2017

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a 15 question quiz that applies
the different steps of the scientific
method to continental drift.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 60 % of the students
will score 50 % or above on this SLO.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The results of the assessment indicate that 63 % of the
students answered 53 % of the questions correctly on the
SLO. 73 % of the questions were answered by 50 % or more
of the students correctly. Questions where students
struggled involved understanding the definition of a theory.
(09/17/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Herzig
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Herzig

Generated by TracDat® a product of Nuventive

Action: The scientific method is
taught and emphasized as a part of
the curriculum only during the first
two to three weeks of the semester.
After this time, the scientific method
is not explicitly taught during the
remainder of the semester. Because
the SLO was given to the students at
the end of the semester, long after
the material was taught, the results
of this SLO indicate that the scientific
method should be integrated
throughout the curricula over the
course of the entire semester.
However, all things considered in
how little was mentioned about the
scientific method and so early on in
the semester, the students
performed well. (06/15/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: OCEA 10:Introduction to Oceanography
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Basic Knowledge - Students
can identify the salient features of the
basic concepts of oceanography. This
includes the ability to recall the
definitions of the specialized
vocabulary of oceanography.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 multiple-choice
questions about basic concepts and
vocabulary in oceanography.
Students also answered one survey
question about the amount of
experience they have had in earth
science classes.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Students did not (quite) meet the standard: 47% got a score
of 7 or higher, not 50%. However, 80% of students did
achieve a score of 5 or higher.

Action: Faculty will discuss how they
teach the formation of the solar
system and the distribution of water
within it, and then identify strategies
to change instruction.

Students did well on most of the ten questions. The average
score was 6.3 with a standard deviation of about 2. The
The assessment was given at the end median score was 6.
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
Standard and Target for Success:
Students did very well on questions #1 (about 70% of the
50% of the students will achieve a
planet covered by the ocean), #3 (gravitational pull of the
score of 7 or higher on the
Moon is the main cause of the tides), #7 (what El Nino is),
assessment.
and #10 (new ocean floor is created at the mid-ocean
80% of students will achieve a score ridge). These questions can be removed and replaced with
of 5 or higher on the assessment.
new questions about concepts where more improvement is
(The assessment has 10 questions.)
possible.
We were satisfied with students performance on question
#9 (most life in the ocean is found at the surface and near
the coast) which showed that more than 80% of students
knew that most life is near the surface and more than 80%
of students knew that most life is near the coast - but often
did not get both right at the same time. This question can
be removed and replaced with a new question where more
improvement is possible.
Some small improvement may be possible and desirable on
question #2 (most sand on beaches come from rivers and is
pushed down the coast by waves). About 10% of students
still think it comes from shells, and 20% from cliffs.

Faculty will also examine how they
discuss “plankton” in class, and how
to more clearly distinguish between
phytoplankton and plankton in
general. (09/16/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Questions #4, #5, #8, and #9
can be covered at several places in
the lab manual. The manual will be
modified to putter greater emphasis
on these topics. (09/16/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Questions #1, #3, #7, and #10
will be replaced with new questions
where more improvement is
possible. (09/16/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

We expected better performance on question #4, #5, #6,
and #8, and improvement is possible.
Students performed worst on questions #5 and #8.

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Question 5) Water (in the form of vapor, liquid, or ice) is
found in many places in the universe. The Earth is not a
special place in the universe just because it has lots of
water.
(130) (Number of Responses)
50.0% *a) true
50.0% b) false
This question needs the most improvement. Faculty will
meet to discuss how they teach the formation of the solar
system and the distribution of water within it, and then
identify strategies to change instruction. Perhaps the
question should be rewritten.
Question 8) Are jellies (“jellyfish”) plankton? Why or why
not? (Select 1 answer.)
(211) (Number of Responses)
7.1% a) yes: cannot swim
44.1% *b) yes: floaters
8.1% c) no: too big
40.8% d) no: cannot carry out photosynthesis
The response to this question suggests that students think
that the world “plankton” is the same as “phytoplankton.”
Faculty will meet to discuss how they discuss plankton in
class, and then identify strategies to change instruction.
Question 4) When are tide conditions best for “tide
pooling” (visiting tide pools to see marine life up close)?
(216) (Number of Responses)
17.1% a) high tide when there is a full moon
1.4% b) high tide when there is a half moon
50.5% *c) low tide when there is a full moon
31.0% d) low tide when there is a half moon
Most students know low tide is the best time for tide
pooling, and most know that full moon is the best time for
tide pooling – but not that the best time is when both
coincide.

06/15/2017
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Question 6) The California Current makes California’s
climate:
(191) (Number of Responses)
11.0% a) warmer and more humid
19.9% b) warmer and less humid
6.8% c) cooler and more humid
62.3% *d) cooler and less humid
Most students know that California Current makes our
climate less humid, but should know that it is a cold water
current.
Questions #4, #5, #8, and #9 can be covered at several
places in the lab manual. The manual will be modified to
putter greater emphasis on these topics. (09/16/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Thomas James Noyes
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Robin Bouse, Sara Di
Fiori, Charles Dong, Joe Holliday, Chuck Herzig
Related Documents:
Ocea-10.txt
SLO #2 Relationship with Their
Environment - Students recognize
and can accurately articulate how the
ocean affects humans’ lives and how
human activities affect the ocean.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 9 multiple-choice
questions about relationships
between the ocean and humans. The
last 4 questions were about carbon
dioxide in the ocean. Then, the
students answered an essay
question asking them to discuss
relationships between humans,
carbon dioxide, and the ocean.
Students also answered two survey
questions.
The assessment was given at the end
of the semester (week 15 or 16).
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 7 or higher on the
assessment.
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

80% of students will achieve a score
of 4 or higher on the assessment.
(The assessment has 9 questions.)
Related Documents:
S15-SLO-Rel-Assessment-Ocea02Feb-05.doc
SLO #3 Nature of Science - Students
can identify the key elements of the
scientific method in popular accounts
of scientific research in magazines,
newspapers, etc.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014)
Input Date: 11/08/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a list of 10 statements and
were asked to identify whether each
statement was an example of a
hypothesis, an observation, a test, or
a theory/conclusion. The assessment
was given at both the beginning and
end of the semester.
The post-assessment also asked
about the extent of students’
experience with the department’s
courses.
Standard and Target for Success:
50% of the students will achieve a
score of 80% or higher on the
assessment.
80% of students will achieve a score
of 50% or higher on the assessment.
Related Documents:
S14-SLO3-Sci-assessment.pdf
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